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HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
Every Brilliant Thing breaks the silence surrounding depression and suicide, opening a door to vital
discussion about the complexities of mental health and its rippling effect upon family members. 

This resource contains background information, important discussion points, and activities aligned
with the themes and content of the production. We recommend you use this resource to prepare
students pre and post-performance.

CONTENT / TRIGGER WARNINGS
Every Brilliant Thing contains descriptions of depression, self-harm, and suicide. 

Recommended Age: 12+
Duration: 1hr 15 min (no interval)

Research shows that most teenagers will turn to their friends and peers for support before they turn
to an adult, yet because of the ongoing stigma surrounding mental health disorders, many of these
individuals won’t even turn to their friends. [Source https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org]

If any concerns are raised by this production the following youth counselling services are available:
Headspace https://headspace.org.au and Youth Helpline - 1800 55 1800

Lifeline 24 hour counseling services can be reached at 13 11 14. Online resources are available on
their website at https://wa.lifeline.org.au

CURRICULUM LINKS
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Year 11 & 12 ATAR Drama 
Unit 2: Techniques of role and/or character through different approaches and drama conventions.
Unit 4: Contemporary and devised drama and approaches to Original Solo Performance, with links to values,
drama practice, forms, and styles.
 
Year 11 & 12 English 
Unit 1: Relationships between purpose, context, and audience.
Unit 2: Multimodal texts, audiences, purposes, and contexts.
Unit 3: Relationships between texts, audiences, purposes, genres, and contexts.
Unit 4: Content, structure, voice, and perspectives.

Year 11 & 12 English Literature 
Unit 1: Creating texts from a range of historical, social, cultural, and personal contexts.                            
Unit 2: Stylistic choices and language patterns to shape meaning.
Unit 3: Interrelationships between texts, audiences, and contexts.
Unit 4: The dynamic nature of literary interpretation and multimodal texts.

Year 11 & 12 Health
Unit 1: Health of individuals and communities. Health determinants.
Unit 2: Influence of beliefs, attitudes, values, and norms on health behaviour.
Unit 4: Local, regional, and global challenges to health.

https://headspace.org.au/
https://wa.lifeline.org.au/


Hey,
 
Mum’s in hospital. Dad says she’s ‘done something
stupid’.
So I’m working on a list.
 
#1. Ice cream
#2. Water fights
 
Everything that’s brilliant about the world.
 
#5. Things with stripes
#25. Wearing a cape
 
Everything that’s worth living for.
 
#314 The Way Ray Charles sings the word ‘You’
#319. Laughing so hard you shoot milk out of your
nose
#823. Skinny Dipping
 
I’m going to try to get to one million.

B A C K G R O U N D  I N F O R M A T I O N  

Every Brilliant Thing is a one-act play, first written by Macmillan as a short story called Sleeve Notes.
Macmillan collaborated with actor Jonny Donahoe to create an interactive solo play infused with
Donahoe’s comedic improvisation skills.

Every Brilliant Thing was first produced by Paines Plough and Pentabus Theatre, on 28 June 2013 at
Ludlow Fringe Festival and performed by collaborator Jonny Donahoe. 

One of the funniest plays you'll ever see about depression - and possibly one of the funniest plays
you'll ever see, full stop. 

This is a piece that demands we pay attention. To ourselves, the person in the next seat, across the
aisle and beyond, and to the small things that bring joy. Brilliant. 

 
We wanted to take the stigma out of talking about your feelings. Duncan Macmillan

THE GUARDIAN 

THE SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD

A raw but affirming play. Incredibly uplifting, the audience drawn into a celebration of the things that                                  
make life worth living, in a beautiful piece of communal theatre. LIMELIGHT

THE PLAYWRIGHTS

Duncan Macmillan, an English playwright and
director is known for multiple plays he has
written, co-written, or adapted, including Lungs;
People, Places, and Things; Every Brilliant
Thing; and 1984. His major plays usually deal
with contemporary socio-political issues, ranging
from addiction and recovery to depression and
suicide.

CAST AND CREATIVES 

Director   
Performer   
Set / Costume Design Consultant
Composer/Sound Designer
Lighting Designer  

Adam Mitchell
Luke Hewitt 
Fiona Bruce
Melanie Robinson
Kristie Smith

Jonny Donahoe, is an Irish stand-up comedian
and actor, best known for being the frontman for
the comedy band Jonny and the Baptists.
Donahue is known for blurring the line between
art and real life, not shying away from traumatic
and personal experiences. Donahoe has
performed Every Brilliant Thing more than 300
times.
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At age six, the Narrator encounters grief for the first time through the loss of Sherlock
Holmes, the family pet who is mercifully euthanised by the Vet.

At age seven, the Narrator's father awkwardly tries to explain the mother’s first suicide
attempt. In response, the Narrator begins a list of everything brilliant thing in the world
worth living for. 

Over the years, the mother makes further attempts, and the growing youth finds comfort
and purpose in adding to the list, which grows and is reflected on throughout the course
of the play and through the passage of time.

Like depression or anxiety, the list is not always active but ever-present. At times when
the Narrator is overwhelmed by grief, anger, or depression, the list disappears, and
audience members are called upon to act out characters who provide the Narrator with
the motivation for moving forward. 

 
After the mother dies, the Narrator moves on in adult life but not without trials and
tribulations. Struggling with their own depression, the Narrator's marriage dissolves and
they abandon the list. 

Eventually, it is music that brings the Narrator back to the list, and to the possibility of
hope, mirroring the role music played in their father’s life.

 
Ultimately the Narrator learns they could not save their mother, but reflective writing
and seeking professional help enables them to move through feelings of shame and
guilt into acceptance.

SYNOPSIS

Every Brilliant Thing follows the Narrator’s journey from childhood into adolescence and adult life,
and their relationship to their mother’s mental illness. 
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Depression is a word we often throw around without realising the depth of the illness. This potentially
life-threatening disease is caused by a combination of genetic and environmental factors that do not
discriminate between age, culture, or individual accomplishment. In fact, some of the most
accomplished individuals in history suffered from some form of depression including Winston Churchill
and Abraham Lincoln. 

I found that with depression, one of the most important things you can realize is that you’re not
alone. Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson

 
One of the most effective methods in combating the stigma about mental health is talking about it, and
recently individuals at the pinnacle of their field are leading the way by breaking the silence on their
personal struggles with mental health.

 
Lady Gaga's Born This Way Foundation supports America's Mental Health First Aid program for youth,
a program she plans to bring to Australia.

 
Learn about the program and read Lady Gaga's open letter about her lifetime struggle with anxiety
and depression - https://bornthisway.foundation

 
In the following link, Lady Gaga and Prince William speak about the need for raising mental health
issues to the wider community - https://www.youtube.com/watch?

 
Also of interest may be the new docuseries co-created by Oprah Winfrey and Prince Harry available
on Apple TV, called The Me You Can't See. 

 
View the trailer at  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWevopoBmAE  

THEMES

Depression
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The stigma of mental illness.
The stories within the trailer.
The power of sharing personal stories.

Ep1: Say It Out Loud
Ep2: Asking For Help
Ep3: Finding What Works
Ep4: We Need Each Other

REFLECT on the following issues raised in the Trailer.

If you are unable to view The Me You Can't See, you may find it useful to use the following
episode titles as springboards for discussion about depression. 
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Suicide attempts are mentioned four times, three attempts by his mother and once in Goethe's
The Sorrows of Young Werther. This novella initially instills a sense of fear in the narrator, who
learns about genetic factors in depression and the impact of the flight or fight response in
children of depressed parents. Applying resilient thinking, the Narrator decides to become more
informed about mental illness and reflects on the attitudes and language that surrounds it. 

READ and DISCUSS the following extract from the play.

I thought about the way suicide was presented in films and on TV, how it was reported in
the news. I found that the Samaritans had published a set of guidelines for how the media
can report suicide intelligently. It’s astonishing how rarely these guidelines are followed.
Narrator
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I thought about the way suicide was presented in films and on TV, how it was reported in the news.

I found that the Samaritans had published a set of guidelines for how the media can report suicide intelligently.
It’s astonishing how rarely these guidelines are followed. They’re really simple:
 
The NARRATOR refers to a piece of paper.
 
Don’t provide technical details. Never suggest that a method is quick, easy, painless or certain to result in
death.
 
Avoid dramatic headlines, terms like ‘suicide epidemic’ or ‘hot spot’.
 
Avoid sensationalist pictures or video. Avoid excessive detail.
 
Avoid using the word ‘commit’. Don’t describe deaths by suicide as ‘successful’.
 
Don’t publish suicide notes.
 
Don’t publish on the front page.
 
Don’t ignore the complex realities of suicide and its impacts on those left behind.
 
Include references to support groups, such as the Samaritans.
 
Don’t speculate on the reason. That’s crucial.
 
The NARRATOR puts away the paper.
 
Don’t supply simplistic reasons such as ‘he’d lost his job’ or ‘she’d recently become
bankrupt’.
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THEMES

Suicide



CREATE a gratitude list or poem from these things. 

RESPOND to a poem, song lyric or prose passage you positively connect with. You can
use any medium you desire for this activity (Eg. sketching, painting, collage or clay). Be
mindful of how you feel as you create this response. At the completion of the task, share
and discuss the work with others. 

I realised how much the list had changed the way I see the world. Narrator

The list of brilliant things expands throughout the play, becoming a coping mechanism for the
child into adult life. 

Neuroscience reveals when we express gratitude, our brain releases dopamine, and serotonin,
two crucial neurotransmitters responsible for positive emotions. The more we strengthen these
pathways in our brain, the stronger our ability to combat stress and develop our emotional
resilience.  [Source: https://positivepsychology.com]

Consider what makes you happy. 
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THEMES

Gratitude

https://positivepsychology.com/neuroscience-of-gratitude


The relationship between the title of Macmillan's short story Sleeve Notes and the post-it notes
for the Narrator's mother. (Eg. What are sleeve notes used for?)

Why is the Protagonist unnamed and neither gender, age or ethnically specific? (Consider in
terms of themes and symbolism as well as casting).

Every Brilliant Thing is a one-act play set in the present day, with the action spanning 20 years of the
Protagonist's life. 

 
The Protagonist’s name is never revealed to the audience and referred to in the script as the
Narrator. Multiple characters are represented in the play by the Narrator with the assistance of the
audience and various theatrical devices. 

 
The casting of this character is not gender, age, or ethnically specific. The writers stipulate that the
action is set within the country/town/city in which it is performed.

 
DISCUSS

 

 

STYLE

What do the playwrights mean by 'democratic seating'? What effect are they trying to achieve?

Why does Macmillan refer to the style of the play as 'Interventionist'? How is this
similar/dissimilar to Immersive Theatre? (Eg. the function of audience members in relation to the
themes of the play and desired effect of the viewing experience).

The AUDIENCE are seated in the most democratic way possible, ideally in the round. It is vital
that everyone can see and hear each other. The NARRATOR is in the auditorium as the
AUDIENCE enters, talking to people and giving them scraps of paper. As he does so, he
explains that when he says a number he wants the person with the corresponding entry to
shout it out. Stage direction

The audience are required to sit inside the action, and often asked to hold props and become
characters in what Macmillan calls “Interventionist” theatre.

DISCUSS
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Relationship To Audience

Character



Items from the audience to represent the character of Dad

Needle used by the Vet

Moystyn (puppet is used in therapy) 

A distancing effect sometimes used in theatre and by counsellors is that of object transformation
and sock puppetry. This device is used within the play in several ways.

Sherlock Holmes (the family pet)

+ +

The conventions and purpose of Object Transformation. 
Why object manipulation is used in the play.

DISCUSS
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Music can lift us out of depression or move us to tears – it is a remedy, a tonic, orange juice
for the ear. But for many of my neurological patients, music is even more – it can provide
access, even when no medication can, to movement, to speech, to life. For them, music is not
a luxury, but a necessity. [Source: Musicophilia: Tales of Music and the Brain, Dr. Oliver Sacks]

Music   

Interestingly, Macmillan's first love was also music. He was previously a DJ and is an avid music
collector, therefore music and song serves multiple functions within the play;  establishing mood,
motifs for characters and emotions. Music is also used as coping mechanisms for characters and
represents better times within the family unit. 

LISTEN to the following songs contained within the play and discuss how they support mood,
themes, and character.

Ray Charles (Drown in my Own Tears)
Curtis Mayfield (Move on Up)
Billie Holiday (Gloomy Sunday)
Etta James (At Last)
Ella Fitzgerald (My Melancholy Baby)

CREATE an uplifting playlist and share it with 
the class.

DISCUSS the reasons for the selection
(Eg.memories and feelings associated with
 the tracks).

MAKE a piece of art inspired by one of the tracks. Alternatively use it as inspiration for a
monologue.

STYLE

Object Transformation



Every Brilliant Thing is, "One of the funniest plays you'll ever see about depression - and
possibly one of the funniest plays you'll ever see, full stop." [Source:
https://www.theguardian.com]

They say laughter is the best medicine. Not only can it reduce stress and tension; research has
shown it improves physical and mental health. 

Every Brilliant Thing counterbalances the difficult twin subjects of depression and suicide, by
infusing the script with hope and humour.

What makes you laugh?
What's your go-to comedy movie and why?
Share a time in which humour released tension or uplifted your mood.

Stress hormones
Nervous system
Cardiovascular health
Depression and mental illness

Apply elements of exaggeration, and or slapstick. 
Try warming up with Laughter Yoga exercises below.

Open your mouth into a wide smile and exhale.
Laugh with the mouth closed and hum.
Slowly transition from a smile, to gentle chuckle. 
Increase intensity until laughing heartily then gradually bring the laugh down into a smile
again.
Clapping chant - Ho, ho, ha, ha, ha (crescendo into an elongated final “ha!”)
Funny greetings (ensure students look into each other’s eyes)

DISCUSS 

RESEARCH the benefits of laughter on:

DEVISE a short improvisation about a real humorous incident. 

DRAMA ACTIVITY (Laughter Yoga)
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Rules of entry (rules of engagement).
A device for relationships, communication, and psychological state. 

What does a rollercoaster represent for a child?
What does a rollercoaster represent in terms of themes of the play?

REFLECT on a moment when words failed you. Why? 

LIST emotions associated with silence (positive and negative).

DISCUSS the symbolism of:

 Doors

Rollercoasters

Symbols  

Several symbols are used within the play. Music and the absence of sound feature in the play
particularly in the memory of his Mother's first suicide attempt. In this instance the Narrator says he
invented a dialogue between himself and his father to fill the silence in the car. 
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How much does the Narrator learn about others as he grows up? 

How much does he learn about himself? 

Compare the Narrator's relationship with his mother to his relationship with his father throughout the
action; then compare the family dynamic to his marriage. 

 Is making a list an effective way of communicating in this case? How creative is the boy/young man in
making his list? What does that suggest? Does it change? 

What elements and images/symbols seemed most meaningful? Explain why. 

Which theatrical elements/devices mirror drama therapy/counselling methods? (Eg. object play and
transformation, narrative storytelling, interactive audience witnessing)

Consider the role of silence in the play; who needs to talk or who needs someone to talk to him or her.
Does it happen? 

The boy knows the "rules" of dad's music, what each kind of music means about whether he can open the
door or not. What effect does that communication have? 

The family sings at times. What do they sing? They sing when they meet Sam. What do they sing? Are
those just facts or also suggestive of more?

Dad communicates with music. When his son goes to college, he gives him records. The son learns to
share his father's love of music. Are those just facts or suggestive of more?

Character 

Theatrical Elements

Music in the Play 

Dialogue as Discussion Prompts
The following examples occur near the end of the play. Consider their place in the arc of the story, the
performer's character development, and their significance in the context of themes and symbols.

POST SHOW DISCUSSION
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I've resisted doing this… [attending a support group]

There was a pad and pencil on the passenger seat but she hadn't written anything.

All the websites about depression, suicide, and mental health have lists of what to do; "talk" and "listen" are on every list.

Expressing emotion means recognizing what it is, naming it, owning it, and speaking it aloud where someone else can
hear. Something in our cultural software too often defaults to silence equals strength, that "strong, silent type."
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